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-meetinn was calm to Qfaer at 5.30 0.~. 

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

!&a- was adonted. 

TEIE SXTUATION BETWEEN IRAQ AND KUWAIT 

REPORT OF THE SECBETABY-GENERAL (S/22871/Rev.l) 

NOTE BY TNE SECRETARY-GENERAL (W22872AZev.l and Corr.1) 

The: I should like to inform the Council that I have 

received a letter from the representative of Iraq in which he requests to be 

invited to participate in the diacusaion of the item on the Council's agenda. 

In conformity with the usual practice I propose, with the consent of the 

Council, to invite that representative to participate in the discussion 

without the right to vote, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 

Charteo and rule 37 of the Council's provisional rules of procedure. 

There being no objection, it is so aecidea. 

Ak the ~~&UL#AB of: the President, 

-0 

~PRE~LDENT~ The Security Council will now begin its 

consideration of the item on its agenda. 

Members of the Council have before them the report of the 

Secretary-General contained in document 6/22871/Rev.l and the nmte by the 

Secretary-General contained in documents W228721Rev.l and Corr.1. 

Members of the Council also have before them document S/23134, which 

--_L-. - _L- L-.-&-l L-. --r-a..- --_-_- a---..- EQYC~~P~ uaw tent Of i dfati. iM@iutititi iuua~r~cei~ uy ~+yrum# P‘mxMsI)‘ ~WuaPati, 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland ana the Unitea States of America. 

I call on the representative of Iraq. 
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AL-AND= (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): First, Sir, 

allow me to congratulate you on your assumption of the presidency of the 

Security Council for this month. I have complete confidence, in view of your 

vast experience, that you will be able to guide the Council*8 deliberations 

with great ability md objectivity. 

1. also take this opportunity to express my deep appreciation to the 

Ambassador of Prance. Mr. M&i&e, for his intenrzive efforts and the 

outstauding ability which he demoaatrated in his stewardship of the Council 

during the past month. 

The draft resolution seems at first sight to be a detailed procedural 

draft regarding the implementation of paragraph 10 of resolution 667 (1991) of 

3 April 1991 in addition to paragraph 13 of that resolution. However, this is 

not the case. The draft resolution goes far beyond the horizons and 

objectives of that resolution and, contrary to the provisions of the Charter, 

aims to put Iraq under the permanent trusteeship of the Special Connaission on 

armaments and to maintain the trade Sanctions system indefinitely, contrary to 

the provisions of that resolution. 

The draft reeolution also seeks to establish permanent international 

mechanisms to tighten aontrol on Iraq’s future and prevent Iraq from carrying 

out economic and scientific development, at great cost to Iraq. 

The draft resolution introduaee very serious principles. However, the 

gteatest danger is in the plan prepared by the &eciel Conmission on 

8rm&neat6, contained in document S/22671/Rev.l of 2 October 1991. The plan 

omits no detail affecting civil or military life. All those aspects, together 

with all Iraqi scientific institutions and educational institutes are placed 

under tight control and severe restrictions, in an absolutist and arbitrary 

f aehion. 
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(Mr. iiLdb&wf. Irag) 

The plan haa been drawn up in great detail with a great deal of 

cosnpl0rfty. Those details are scattered all over the text, but are 

intertwined with the threads of all the plan’8 provision8 and thoae of the 

so-called four annexm that form an integral part of the plan. Therefore, it 

is no wonder that many of those concerned with the plan did not fully examine 

its detail8 and accepted it in good faith a8 a technical plan to implement 

paragraph 10 of resolution 687 (1991), adopted six month8 ago, which has 

become a faLt BLCCQ&Q& They think, therefore, that the plan doe8 not warrant 

further examination and could not be more serious than resolution 687 (1991) 

itself. 

I should like to cite first paragraph 13 of the plan, which reads: 

“In accepting unconditionally Security Council resolution 687 (1991) 

Iraq has undertakeo” 

to accept all the items mentioned in that paragraph. It is my duty, in 

Qsfersncs to the behests of truth and history, to express the deep regret aad 

disappointment of both the Government and people of Irag that Irag accepted 

resolution 687 (1991) without a guarmtee in advance that the Council would 

lift the economfc blockade against Irag and refrain from adopting one 

resolution sftor another against Irag end its people. Resolution 667 (1991) 

hae become like a mythical tree which goes on sprouting branches that have no 

relationship with the reaolution iteelf, and indeed are contrary to its 

provioiona. 

Irag accepted resolution 667 (1991) end grevioue resolutions sod 

implemented their provisions in good faith. Iraq did this. unfortunately, in 

the erromua belief that the Council, in return, would look at the economic 

baactfons end other arbitrary measurea adopted by the Council against the 
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people and Government of Iraq. It is rsgrottablm that Iraq has played its 

part but the Council has failed not only to fulfil its mandate but has 

tightened its sanctions against Iraq. In afmple language, the Security 

Council has not adhered to its own resolutions a8 it has transformed the 

ceatle-fire resolution 687 (1991) into a document that makes the Iraqi 

Government and people hostage of one or two States with veto power in the 

Council. 

I must also warn that if this plan is implemented against Iraq, many of 

the countries of the developing or the developed worlds which support its 

implementation either knowingly or out of ignorance, may well find that they 

will be next in line as potential victim8 of this plan which embodies, in 

practical terms, a new type of occupation that, through a syetem of remote 

control, Bominates every aopect of life in the target country. 

Paragraph 10 of resolution 687 (1991) 

Weci%es that Iraq shall unconditionally undertake not to use# 

Bevelop, construct or acquire any of the items specified in paragraphs 8 

and 9 above and requeste the Secretary-General, in consultation with the 

Special Commission, to develop a plaa for the future ongoing monitoring 

and verifiaation of Iraq'e compliance ~5th this paragraph, to be 

submittea to the Security Council for approval within one hundred and 

twenty days of the paseage of this fesoluti,on”. 
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(k. Al-ml. Iraq) 

The implementation of the first part of the aforementioned paragraph 

concern0 Iraq. Xt was implemented, as Iraq, in a communication dated 

18 April 1991 addressed to the Secretary-General from the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs, ha0 undertaken, unconditionally, not to uoe, develop, construct, 

build or acquire any material specified in paragraphs 7 to 12 of 

resolutioa 687 (1991). The latter part of paragraph 10 calls for the 

formulation of a plan to monitor compliance by Iraq of ito obligations under 

that paragraph and for ongoing verification in future. 

The plan coatained in the draft re?AOlUtiOnr and its implementation, far 

exceeds that purview and gives the Special Comnission and all those authorised 

by it, unrestrictedl, permanent and absolute police, political and executive 

powers. The plan is made up of 45 paragraphs and four annexes that form an 

integral part of the Plan. Strangely enough, while paragraph 26 stipulates 

that the Plan may be revise& only by the Security Council, it gives the 

Special comni6oioa the power of revising the annexes of the Plan an% informing 

the Council, without prior Council approval. As the four annex88 of the Plan 

contain detailed provisions that further elaborate the Plan, the Council, by 

approving the plan, including paragraph 26. would be giving the Special 

Commission the authority to amend the Plan itself, which goes beyond the 

resolution itself. 

My question i8, doe8 the Council have such authority under the Charter? 

The first deviation from resolution 687 (19911, especially operative 

paragraph 10, ie what is stated io paragraph 3 of the Plan, which interpreted 

the guture ongoing verification of weapons of ma80 destruction a8 inclusive 

not only of military installations, but also of civil installations an8 other 

materials that could be used or the activities that could be undertaken 

contrary to the obligatioae of Iraq under resolution 687 (1991). 
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Members may notice that that paragraph in expanding the scope of 

verificatiotr and monitoring to include civilian installations in addition to 

military installations also refers to everything that might be used contrary 

to the obligations of Iraq. Tbe expansion of that Plan in such a fashion to 

include the military aUd the civilian both actual and potential leaves the 

door wide open in order to abuse the powers granted to the Special Commission 

and to all those delegated by the Special Conanission. 

Tbe Plan calls for establishing an executive body under the authority of 

the Security Council. as provided for in paragraph 5, aad in paragraph 7, 

establishes a compliance unit under the Special Commission to ensure that Iraq 

will not import any prohibited material. This is in addition to tbe role8 of 

the IAEA an& the Special Commission itself and the Sanction8 Committee 

established under resolution 661 (1991). This in fact create8 a new 

interaational organ with numerous offshoots in a manner unprecedented in 

history. The Plan, in seeking to tighten further the controls against Iraq, 

is not satisfied vitb one procedural control mechanism. For instaINer 

paraqraph 10 (b) provides that countrfea that eupply Iraq with multipurpose 

materials - both military and civilian - will provide transparent information 

u&et a mechanism to be set up for this purpose. Yet, paragraph 9 of the Plan 

states that the mcaitoring anb verification are required from within Iraq by 

the Special Commission end its personnel , who might stay in Iraq for a long 

time or even permanently. Therefore, in all humility, may I suggest that we 

_L- ---a _B -L_ - ._-._. a _--.--,-- &L- L,&.- 

ruler or the High Commissioner as in the old day8 of colonial rule. 

I bave pointed out previously that giving any epeaial cosrmission or any 

body absolute powera in interpreting and implementing the provisions of the 
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Plan, and evtna amending the Plan, would create the risk of abuse of power, 

whether intentionally or inadvertently. What might strengthen that 

possibility is the fact that the Plan puts more obligations on Iraq, and gives 

undefined and open-ended power8 to the monitoring mechanism. For instance, 

under paragraph 16 ta), the Plan !.mposes on Iraq the obligation to provide the 

Corankssion on a regular basis , with full, complete, correct and timely 

information on activities, sitea, facilities, material and other items that 

might be used for prohibited purposes. What are those other items, and how 

could we determine the purpose of using one material today or in future for a 

prohibited purpose? That same paragraph stipulates elsewhere, that Iraq 

should provide the Special Conunission with similar information that I have 

just mentioned COnCetRing any additional activities, sites, facilities, 

materials or other items that the Commission may designate. Paragraph 16 also 

stipulates that Iraq should fully, completely and promptly respond to any 

question or request that is made by the Special Commission. Is there any 

international organfaation or body that ha8 such absolute power? I8 it 

practicable for any couatty or eny party to anewer any question or request 

irrespective of whether or not it is arbitrary or irrelevant or unanswerable? 

The Plan makes all there obligations, some of which I have referred to, 

incumbent upon Iraq and gives the Special Commis8~on and all those delegated 

by the Commission the right to enter Iraq and leave it without Iraq's 

approval, to use any rite8 and airports and to send any persons, irrespective 

of their Githiiiiity 0i ici!akii;y or iuierrtioniPr ice enter Irsp ant4 to eaqage in 

any activities with full diplomatic iranunity and absolute freedom to move 

inside Iraq and to 8ecure their safety and security, a8 provided for uader 

paragraph 18 of the Plan. 
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moreover e in paragraph 20, Iraq shall enact 1egislatSon and adopt all 

necersary measures to implement its obligation8 under resolution 687 (1991) 

and resolution 707 (1991) and other related resolutionu before the passage of 

30 day8 from the date of adoption of the Plan by the Security Council. This 

paragraph of the Plan, while it ignores all the legialatfve and executive 

mea8ure8 adopted by Iraq to implement the Security Council*8 re8olutfoa8, 

come8 up with general provisions that Iraq would be required to enforce within 

30 days. It 888838 that the figure 30 has a very opecial eignfficance in the 

Plan. given the fact that all the information and special statistics Iraq 

should provide the Conunission with on chemical and biological material8 a8 

well aS missi1es should be eubaiitted Within 30 days. 

The fact that the Plan far exceed8 the Security Council resolutions and 

the provisions of the Charter become8 more edam in the four annexe to the 

PlM. Par iX&artCe, 80118~ I provide8 that the Special Courmi88fon ha8 the 

right to secure any site and to inspect Iraq's export8 and import8 and any 

materials upon their arrival in Iraq or when they leave Iraq. 18 the 

inepectioo of any materiel exported or illlported by Iraq necessary to easure 

compliance by b&q of it8 obligations regarding weapon8 of wa8s destruction? 

UOteOVet, the Special Commiseion give8 itself, under the Plan, police 

gowura. Under parsgraph 9 Of that annex, the sp9Ciai COx111488iOn WOUia 8Ubke 

it8 own arrangements to en8ure the safety and eecurity of it8 pereonnel a0a 

property and to eeise any material or other item. 
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Please note the general terms %ny material or other item". We have the 

right to ask how the Special Commission could make such arrangements? Would 

the Special Commfasion come to Xraq on tanks? Does it have military forces to 

protect it or enable it to secure any site? 

The same anaex, fn paragraph 10, imposes on Iraq the obligation to ensure 

the safety and security of the personae1 and property of the Special 

Commiseion, Md 80 oaa The proposed Plan is unique in its deliberate 

complexity and scattering of intertwined provisions in a manner that would 

make it extremely difficult to implement, while it makes it easy to claim that 

its provisions are being contravened. 

Pot example, paragraph 6 of aaaex II calls for the provision of 

information on sites or facilities, including the name of the site or facility 

and of the owners company or enterprise operating the site or facility; the 

location of the site or facility; a general description of all types of 

acrivitiecl at t&i site or facility; and the souraes and amounts of the 

financing of the site or facility, and of its activities. Paragraph 8 calls 

for the pr0~ieiOa Of imfOZIR0tiOD in addition to that 8pecified in 

paragraph 6. Paragraph 9 also calls for more information in addition to that 

specified in paragraph 6. 

The four aaae%es of the Plan, in addition to the contents of the Plan 

itself, aim explicitly at denying Irag the capacity to conduct soientifia, 

biologioal and chemical research. Indeed. the Plea is so escessive that, in 

-.-a_ - ._ paragraph 38 (~1, it pronlo%re Arag. cvn~ur;r~~y EGL~W~~G~ ft ..Io.,oopy WIyI- ---l..-r,-- --L*-.L. aa-r-rrr r,hmr 

than those indigenous to or immediately expected to break out in Iraq. In 

paragraph 36 (81, Iraq is prohibited from conducting any breeding of vectats 

of human, animal or plant diseases. SboulO Ireq need to conduct any such 
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activity, it has to submit a request to the Special Couanission specifying all 

the information the Coumission requirea. The Commission will then accept or 

reject the request. 

In other words, if Iraq iu to abide by its commitment not to produce 

biological weapons, then it must desist frorii conducting medical research ou 

diseases that are not expected to break out inmuediately in its environment. 

Iraq is also prevented from conducting reaearch on the iarraunisation and 

innoculation of children and others against infectious diseases. Is not the 

result of these restrictions the vulnerability of Iraq's people to disease and 

gradual extermination? 

1 may have spoken at length of the Plan, its annexes and details. But I 

do hope that I have been able to show that the Plan gives the Commission and 

its personnel absolute powers and imposes on Iraq obligations that gives the 

Special Commission absolute authority over the State and people of Iraq. It 

also imposes coaditions that would make Iraq powerless to fulfil all the 

obligations imposed on it by the Plan. Purthermore, the Plan is arbitrary in 

its interpretation of the task8 outlined in resolution 687 (1991). While the 

provisions of that resolution focus on the weapons of mass destruction and 

ballistia missiles with a range greater thsn 150 kilometres, the Plaa goes 

further and includes dual and multipurpose materials, scientific activities 

and medical activities. The Plan also introduces a mechanism that would 

monitor all frag*s imports and subject all Iraq's requirements of multipurpose 

materrars to i;5rir pZbr CcGett ux - --aw--v- --- -_--_ _-_ - L=- fl-4--4#8- rrs-rkl4rkrd mu@* r-~alutian 

661 (1990). Every member of that Comaiasion has the right of veto regardlees 

of the legitimacy of the requiremaoto. Thus, this Plau would make tho 

economic sanctions against Iraq - which are provisional pending the 
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implementation of paragraph 22 of resolution 667 (1991) - permanent measures 

and would make the sanctions committee a permauent organ of the Security 

Council. 

The main thrust of the Plan is not to destroy Iraq's weapons of mass 

destruction but to deprive itaq of it8 industrial and scientific 

infrastructure and to project ia image of Iraq as a State that does not 

cooperate with the United Nations or tries to exceed its international 

obligations in order to tighten further the economic, scientific and political 

siege imposed on Iraq's Government and its people. 

If the Plan's aims are illegal and prohibited under the Geneva 

Conventions and the instruments of Uuman Bights and the United Nations 

Charter. then they and the draft resolution under consideration lack 

international legality and are not cmsoaant with iateraational law or the 

United Nation8 Charter. 

The: I thamk the representative of Iraq for his kind 

wor&s addressed to me. 

s (Unite& States of &aetioa)r I hope to be brief, but X 

feel I must coament on what ue have just hear& from the representative of 

Iraq. In contrast to what he has just said, I uould like to extend the 

compliments of my delegation and my Government to the Special Commission and 

to the Director-General of the Xoternational Atomic Energy Agency (IASA), who 

prepared excellent monitoriug plane for dealing with a very serious and 

_. _-. oarrrcuit situation. 

We have aeen Iraq's perfornmnce over the past months. It ha5 continued 

to hide part5 of its nuclear-ueapoas prograwae, its chemical-warfare 

programmer its biological progrume end its missile programwe. It has 
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continued to try to block the cooperation that it is ConnnitteU to give to the 

Special Commission and to IAFA. We have only to take uote of the parking-lot 

incident and the difficulties which were put in the way of the Special 

Co~nmission in actually operating the helicopter8 mandated by the Council. 

There is, as we all know now, inbisputable evidence that Iraq was seeking 

to build nuclear weapons and that it misused aud sSU8Od itr peaceful-nuclear 

facilities. Twice, the Governing Board of IAEA ha8 found that Iraq was in 

violation of it8 safeguard8 agreement8 under the non-prOliferetiOn Treaty. 

One more such finding, we believe, i8 now pending On the basis Of recent 

evidence. Several thaa, including a8 recently a8 in resolution 707 (1991), 

the Council he8 found Iraq in ViOletiOn of it8 obligations under Security 

Council resolutions. This should all speak Clearly for itself a8 to why this 

monitoring and VerSfication Plan ie required and why it hea been 80 carefully 

prepared. 

The bed ~1~108~ unfortunately, fe th8t. a8 we all know, in each of the 

resolutions relevant to the Iraq and Kuwait rituation - between resolutions 

661 (1990) end 712 (1991) - we have heard pretty much the 8am speech from the 

reprerentetive of freq. Perhaps the good new8 ie that, at each turn, 

reluctantly, grudgingly and half-heiartedly, Iraq ha8 neVerthele88 aomplied 

with the general tenor of thoae resolutions as they have been applie& by the 

Council. We hope end expect that Ireq will of cour8e abide by the resolution 

which we hope the Council will move rapidly now to adopt. 
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w  (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Portborn 

Ireland): I, too, feel that, after the statement made by the representative 

of lraq, some points need to be made. I uam struck, I must say, by the 

representative of Iraq's analogy, in which he descrfbes resolutfon 687 (1991) 

a8 a tree. Having worked in gardens quite a long tfme myself, P have noticed 

that the branches of trees usually belong to the trees. This draft resolution 

belongs to tbia tree, w  bich is resolution 687 (1991). It derives directly 

frc?n ft. 
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The draft resolution is stringent because of the long chapter of 

evasions, concealment and trickery that Iraq ha5 employed to avoid revealing 

what it was required to reveal under resolution 687 (1991) and because of a 

long history of evasion that has demonstrated beyond any doubt Iraq’s 

determi ion to preserve and continue the programme8 for producing weapons of 

mass destruction which this Council has interdicted. 

The representative of Iraq expressed surprise that there are parts of 

tbis continuing compliance progrannne that relate to dual-use items, civilian 

items. But he should hardly be surprised. After all, Iraq’s nuclear-weapons 

programme was called by the Government of Iraq “Petrochemicals Project 

Number 3”. and Iraq imported parts for a euper-gun - which ha8 now, 

fortunately, been destroyed - that were described as “pipe5 for petrochemical 

plant” l So if there is a problem over dual use. there is nobody to blame but 

tbemselveo. 

The representative of Iraq expressed surprise that there should be 

references to the need to provide for the safety of the Special Conmission. 

That is 10 days eftsc errned fraqi police detained the Special Commission 

inspectors for four days, against all of Iraq’s international obligatioas and 

its agreement with the United Nations. It is surely hardly surprising that we 

have to guard against that. 

Now, the representative of Irag suggested that this draft resolution is 

designed to prevent Iraq from conducting research in the fields of health. 

Frankly, that ie not true. Paragraph 38 (6) of the to-part *B it au4~- -a-- -- 

clear that projects for breeding vectors of human, animal or plant diseases 

will be permitted. 
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Therefore, I think it is a pity that this caricature should have been 

given to the Council when it is entirely contrary to the truth. 

To conclude, the object of the draft resolution, I would say, is quite 

simply this: it is to prevent Iraq from breaking in the future the 

international obligations on weapo;ls of mass destruction it so liberally broke 

in the past. One way or another, that objective will be achieved. 

-PRESIDENTI It is my understanding that the Council is seedy to 

proceed to the vote on the draft resolution (S/231341 before it. Unless I 

hear any objection, I shall put the draft resolution to the vote now. There 

being no objection, it is so decided. 

A vote m bv show of hand&. 

In: Austria, Belgium, China, C&e d*Ivoire, Cuba, Ecuador. 

Prance, India, Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

United Ringdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United 

States of America, Yemen, Zaire, Zimbabwe 

~PREBIDENTI There were 15 votes in favour. The draft resolution 

has therefore been adopted unanimously as resolution 715 (1991). 

I shall now call upon those members of the Council who wish to make 

statements following the voting. 

Mr. (France) (interpretation from French): In the view of 

my delegation the rcrtolutioa we have juet adopted ie of great importance. We 

have approved the plan for future ongoing monitoring an& verification, which 

is l & ==ly y:y ts f=suf= l &at I:&.$ =ill -y &=g== b *z= t= ----a- a,- =-.“‘” *-Y 

plans, especially those to acquire nuclear armaments. The missions of the 

Special Commission and the International Atomic Energy Agency have furnished 

ample proof of those plans. and the international community is in duty bound 

to put an end to them. 
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This matter concern8 the heart of the Security Council’s 

responsibilities. My delegation welcomes the unanimity that has prevailed 

among Council members in this regard. We hope that, faced with this 

determination on the part of the international community, Iraq will understand 

that it is in its interests to comply without reservations with the 

obligations incumbent upon it under the plan and the resolution and cooperate 

with the Council and with the various bodies under its authority and 

responsibility. 

~PRE~IDENT~ Thore are no further speakers inscribed on my list. 

The Security Council has thus concluded the present stage of its consideration 

of the item on its agenda. The Security Council will remain seized of the 

matter. 


